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Koleverii’s LOST ARK English Guide  

 

Disclaimer: This guide is far from complete. I wrote this guide based my first time experience (blundering 
though more like it) of playing Lost Ark in Final CBT (23 May ~ 3rd June 2018) and what I learned from 
watching other streamers vods / YouTube videos. Do refer to other sources of English info on Lost Ark in 
the web, to have a more comprehensive understanding/knowledge about this awesome game. Still you’re 
gonna find all kindz of useful info here… all kindz! (Reference to comedians HodgeTwins in YouTube). 
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FOLLOW - kindly give me a Follow in my Twitch channel  

SUBSCRIBE/ - if you find the information here useful and if you have the resources, kindly consider 
DONATE/   becoming a sub/donate/cheer to the channel.  It will help support my dream to be able  
CHEER/      to do this full time. This guide did take a lot of time to prepare. 

www.twitch.tv/koleverii 
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1. THIS GUIDE 

(한국어) These Korean text are reference for you see if it is displayed on game window. This  
  sometimes has important implication as you need to do some action [Y] or play  
  a song/music, talk to a particular person, buy a particular item from a vendor, etc. 

[Keyboard] These are keys you need to press on the keyboard 

Information About certain things in the game window 

Note  My personal observations and thoughts about the game 

 Confirm (확인), you will see this button a lot throughout the game 

(pg.no)  page number for further reference 

 

2. SOFTWARE INSTALLTION 

Mudfish as at the time of writing this guide, the game will only be in Korean servers 
  so you’ll need a VPN client to get into the servers, and I used Mudfish.  

  Download URL: http://mudfish.net/download 

Sign up for Mudfish and buy some credit at their website, USD3.00 was enough to play 12 days of Final 
CBT. Add Lost Ask as item and left-click on it. 

 

Then under Setup -> Nodes -> Basic mode -> select one of the KR Asia (S. Korea – name) node, and click 
Save. You may not see the Korean servers if you have not bought some credit. 

 

(Example) 
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STOVE Client you will need to install the STOVE client first, and that will download install Lost Ark 
  later. However, I will try to provide the installation files to download via my OneDrive,  
  so that you don’t have to use the VPN data credit. Please find the latest info in the 
  Twitch channel. 

  Note: I highly recommend you install the game into a Solid State Drive (SSD), instead of  
  HDD, to cut down the loading time between scene changes.  

  Download URL: http://www.onstove.com/ 

  Note: This is just to download the client only, it doesn’t not mean you’ll be able to  
  access the server. That will happen during OBT or when the game has been released. 

Start-up sequence to launch the game:  

a. Right-click on Mudfish icon and select “Run as administrator” 
b. Login page will open in browser, go ahead and login with your username and password 
c. Check “Network Status” in your computer and make sure the VPN has connected! 

 

 

  

If you can see this, then it means your VPN has connected, 
it should say “Network some number” 
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d. Then login to STOVE client with userid and password to get this game login screen, this 

was the screen we saw in Final CBT, might be different in OBT. 
 

 
 

e. These are some of the messages you might see on the orange (sometimes blue) button 

i. 게임 설치  – game installation 

ii. 점검 중  – checking (if service is available) 

iii. 업데이트  – update (is required) 

iv. 게임 시작  – start game 

f. If all goes well and you click on게임 시작, you should hear a thud sound and see nProtect 
GameGuard Engine start in the background to make sure you have Korean IP address.  

g. If you get error message, close everything and start the launch sequence again. If all goes 
well, you’ll soon start hearing seagull sound… all your dreams and months of waiting have 
come true… cuz you can get ready to play Lost Ark!!!  
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3. KEYBOARD SHORTCUTS [ ] 
I – Inventory    main inventory, decompose & quest items section 

P – Character Profile  displays your character’s profile 

K – Combat Skills  Brings up Tripod system/combat skill  

L – Life Skills   brings up Like Skill system 

B – Combat/Life skill   to switch between combat and life skill  

G – Interaction   main key to interact with people/items/events 

J – Quest Journal  brings up the quest journal with details information on where to go,  
    what to do and what are the rewards for completion of quests 

Y – Social Action   various social actions our character need/can/have to do 

M – World Map   check where we are/need to go 

TAB – Current Map  shows an overlay of the current map 

N – Adventure’s Book  continent specific objectives that needs to be completed 
    for various rewards 

O – Expedition   bring up expedition journal where we can get rewards for experience  
    level achieved by completing certain tasks in the game 

F1 – Life potions  drink equipped potion to regain life over time 

F2 – Teleport/Music  either to travel or play learned music for NPC 

F3 – Mount   use equipped mount to move to where you want to go faster 

F5/F6 – Quest Item  certain quests will require you to press this, refer to the quest indicator 

Alt+G – Milestone System gives guidance on what activity to do to get next level equipment 

Alt+L – Item Dictionary  use this to find where and what you need to do to get crafting materials 

Under Crafting 
Alt+I – Engraving/Imprint add additional effects on rings  

Under Other Activities 
Alt+J – Epona’s Requests daily quest to get materials, runes, etc. 

Under UI 
U – Manage friends  add/remove friends, whisper, check profile 
Alt+U – Manage guild  join/leave guild  
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Korean Language & Keyboard Stickers 

I highly recommend installing the Korean Language pack in Windows, as you’ll need to type in Korean 
characters when you use the Item Dictionary [Alt+L] (pg.16).  

Step: Start – Setting – Time & Language – Region & Language – Add language – 한국어 

Set your keyboard to Microsoft Korean IME, before you launch the game. In game, to change language 
type between English & Korean, press [Right-Alt] button beside the Spacebar.  

         

 

Also get some Korean keyboard stickers to help identifying the Korean alphabets on your 
keyboard. You can get them cheap from online stores. 
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Inventory [I] 

We get 100 free slots to keep all kindz of junk we collect in the game… all kindz! 

 

 

 

Note: This Strawberry Cupcakes (딸기 컵케이크) gives 5% increased 
chance to get magical/legendary items for 20 mins, so consume it 
before killing bosses that drop immediate loot or opening treasure 
chests.  

       

Can be displayed by various 
categories 

These items with frame around 
them are Battle Items that can 

be equipped on slot 1,2,3,4 

These items with small bag icon 
on them are complete garbage, 

sell for some shillings 

These delicious looking things 
can be consumed for buffs/de-

buffs, one at a time only 

This opens up the decompose 
windows where you can 
breakdown unused equipment 
to scrap parts to sell later, 
saving inventory space. More 
on the use of this on page 41 
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Combat Skills [K] (more on pg.27) 
Q,W,E,R,A,S,D,F   main combat skills, channeling/charging  skills requires you to hold 
    down the key for the amount of time the skill is channel, you can cancel  
    it by releasing the key press, some skills require multiple taps 

C    activates Awakening skill which you can get after you reach Character  
    Level 50 and completing a quest. You’ll also need an item to use this skill 
    which you can get from some vendors 

Spacebar   Quick dash/dodge 

X, Z    Activates your character identity energy/resources 

1,2,3,4    Use equipped battle items  

F1    Use equipped healing potion 

F2    Brings up the Teleportation/Music window 

F3    Equip mount / dismount 

 

Note: You need this item Piece of Chaos (혼돈의 조각) to use the Awakening (각성) skill. You can just 
purchase this item from certain vendors. 

 

Life Skills [L] (more on pg.31) 
Q,W,E,R,D,F   use equipped life skill, this gets automatically activated when you right- 
    click or press [G] on interact able life skill item i.e. flower/tree/rock/etc. 

 

 

Note: You can quickly change between Combat and Life skill by pressing [B]. 

 

  

COMBAT LIFE SKILLS 
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Sheet Music (악보) [F2]   

 

 

Mount [F3]  

   

 

Quest Items [F5] /[F6] 

  

This music is to teleport us out of dungeons 
after completion of quest, or from an island 

back into our ship at sea 

There are music sheets we can learn; we 
perform it to some NPC as part of quest or 
to increase “favorability” with certain NPC 

This music is to teleport us Tricion, to meet 
Beatrice, to pass her the Arks when we 
complete main quests, also to test our 

Tripod system (pg.30) 

You need to press this immediately or 
sometimes when you reach a certain area 

or on something for certain quests, keep an 
eye for it 

You’ll be riding all kindz of mounts 
in this game… all kindz!  

Collect them all! 

Click this 연주 to play the music 

Yet to be discovered music sheet  
(more on pg.85) 
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Quest Journal (퀘스트 저널) [J] 

This brings up our current quest journal that shows what we need to do and what are the rewards. 

 

 

Social Actions (소설 액션)  [Y] 

 

Possible rewards from completing the quest Clicking this will bring up the world map 
and show you where you might need to go 

to do this quest 

Clicking on these will make your 
character do the required social actions 

for some quests. If you have Korean 

input enabled, you can just type /춤 
(for example) at the chat window for 
your character to perform the social 

action of dancing 

You can check/uncheck what 
quest(s) you want to be displayed 

on the UI (pg.33) 
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Character Profile (캐릭터 정보) [P] 

This bring up your main character profile that shows the equipment you are wearing.  

 

 

 

 
 

Item Level determines what level of Contents you can explore sometimes, like Chaos Gate, Guardian Raids 
and Field Boss raids (pg.58). 

Note: If a better equipment than what you currently equip drops, it will automatically be 
indicated with a blue up arrow. For rings and earrings, since you can equip two of each, make 
sure you press [Alt] to check both of them. 

Note: Rainbow colored potion permanently 
increases your character’s main stat like 
Strength, Intellect or Agility by 10 points. Red 
potion permanently increases Health. You can 
get these by doing quests and even Card 
Battles... so go get some!  

Armor 
and 

Weapon 

Life Skill 
tools 

Accessories: 
necklace, 
earrings & 

rings 

Strength 
Health 

Critical Dmg 
Specialization 

Harmony 

Swiftness 
Defense 
Skillfulness 

For other classes, 
this might be: 

지능 – Intellect 
Or 

민첩 - Agility 

Koleverii 

This Item Level is an 
average score of Armor, 
Weapon and Accessories 

Polished 
Ability 
Stone 

Ring Engraving 
Effects  

In OBT, this have 
been changed to  

제압 = Weakening 

(more on pg.28) 
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Detailed Information (상세정보) 
on offence power:  
 
Note: the list is long, I have 
covered the top most important 
stats only.  

  

 
 

These are the main 4 categories. 
You can refer to the Rune word 
quick reference (pg.51). We will 
explore more of this is OBT.  

There is an option to pre-set 
equipment as well, so that we can 
exchange equipment based on the 
content we are doing at that time, 
like PvE or PvP, Guardian Raids, etc. 

 

  

Attack 

Damage 

Weapon damage 

Elemental Damage 

Weapon Elem. Dmg. 

Additional Damage 

Attack Speed 

Hit Ratio 

Crit. Hit. Chance 

Crit. Hit. Dmg. 

Physical Dmg. Resist. 

Magical Dmg. Resist. 

Strength 
Health 

Critical Dmg 
Specialization 

Harmony 
Swiftness 
Armor 
Skillfulness 

Click this to apply 
this pre-set 

Store current 
equipment as 

preset 

Attack 

Defense 

Action / Activity 

Immunity 
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Tendency (성향)  

The Tendency tab in the Character Profile window will show your current tendency towards NPCs in the 
game. You can get certain quests only if you have sufficient Tendency attribute points.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

These are potion in the game that will give you permanent 
Tendency attributes increase, you get them by doing quests 
and even Card Battles (pg.81).  

 

 If you run into multiple choice answers with some NPC and 
have red Tendency requirement for some answer selection, 

don’t continue, by clicking on Cancel (나가기), on the 
bottom right.  Then use the Item Dictionary feature (pg.16) 
to find the quests that you need to do to get more of those 
potion and then go back and select this answer, so that you 
don’t miss out on legendary gift items! More on Favorability 
on page 84.  

Intelligence 

Courage 

Charm 

Kindness 

Intelligence +10 

Kindness +10 

Charm +10 

100 Kindness needed 

Courage +10 
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World Map [M] 
Brings up the map of the world of Lost Ark and the six continents. Each basic character class will start 
from one of these continents and eventually explore all continents in the quest to find the Lost Arks. 

Here are the main areas and some things of interest for quick reference as of Final CBT: 

아르테미스  Artemis   - start of main quest  

유디아  Eudia   -  Song of Temptation (music sheet – Adventurer’s Book [N]) 

루테란 서부 Lutheran West  - Lutheran City*, map exchange 

루테란 동부  Lutheran East  - port**, Twilight Requiem (music sheet– Adv. Book [N]) 

애니츠   Anich   - port** 

베른  Bern   - Bern city*, port**, Medal Quest, Milestone System, Engraving, 
       Rune, Raid & Chaos Dungeons, Crafting, Reroll, all starts here. 

아르체타인 Arthetine  - Suteran city*, port**  

토토이크 Tortoyk   - Mokoko Seed exchange 

슈샤이아 Shushire  - (winter is coming) 

로헨델  Rohendel  - (floating avatar rocks) 

트리시언 Tricion   - test Tripod system, awakening skill quest 

 
* city  - Chaos Dungeon, Guardian Raids, Sillian’s Command, auction house, crafting, engraving 
** port  - repair ship, upgrade ship and crew rotation 
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Note: You can only teleport to activated gates within the same continent. If you need to go to another 
continent, you need to either sail with your own ship or take a liner (pg.93) 

 

  

Use this to find location 
you want to teleport to 

대륙 = continent 

지역 = area 

Activate this Square Hall 

(스퀘홀) portal to enable 

teleport to this location 

Click on this and drop a red pin on 
the world map to indicate to party 

members where to go 

Search for specific NPC, 
profession or structure 
name using this, Korean 

characters only 

This means there are several 
floors in this area which you can 

explore using the stairs 
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Item Dictionary (아이템 사전) [Alt+L] 

This brings up the awesome Items Dictionary where you can look for a particular item that you need, by 
browsing through categories or search it, and find out where to get or where to use it. You need to have 
Korean language pack in Windows installed in order to use this (pg.6). Type the name of the item you 

want to search and click Search (검색).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

This tab 획득처 
shows where this 
item can be 
obtained 

 

Clicking this will show us 
in map exactly where we 
need to go 

 

The list of items 
with similar 
name 

 

SEARCH 

(TYPE HERE) 

ALL 

WEAPON 

ARMOR 

ACCESSORIES 

EQUIPMENT 

ABILITY STONE 

VICTORY WORDS 

ENGRAVING 

CHARACTER 

COOKING 

REINFORCEMENT 

COMBAT 
 

BOOTY 

LIFE SKILL 

SAILING 

ADVENTURER’S 

This tab 사용처 
shows where this 
item can be used 

 

SUPPLIES 

 BOX 

GROWTH 

MATERIAL 

BOOK 
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Adventurer’s Book (모험가의 서) [N]  

In inventory [I], right click on items with “pages” mark, to complete item collection requirements. You get 
these items by killing continent specific monsters. Once completed, based on the percentage of quest 
completion, you get those stated rewards. Right-click on the reward once you get it to send it to your 
inventory. You also get progression for killing unique monsters with special marking on their head, view 

viewpoints, completing continent specific dungeons in Hard (하드) mode, Field Bosses in that continent, 
hidden stories, side story quests with yellow exclamation, Favorability with the continent specific NPCs 

and also activating the Square Hall (스퀘어홀) “waypoint” portals in that continent.  

  

 

 

     

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

These monsters have this 
sign above their head 

These are some unique items found 
somewhere in this continent 

Hidden stories scattered around this 

continent, click Investigate (조사하기) 
when you see this magnifying glass 

 

Completion % 
rewards from 
this continent 

 

Continent specific 
dungeons, make sure 
you do them in Hard 
mode with a party 

VIEWPOINTS 

FIELD BOSSES 

SIDE STORY QUESTS 

FAVORABILITY (pg.82) 

SQUARE HALLS  
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Expedition (원정대) [O] 

These are rewards we can collect by completing certain task and gaining Expedition level. 

 

For example, these are some of the categories under Normal (일반). 

 

NORMAL 

CHARACTER 

ITEM 

BATTLE 

LIFE SKILL 

DUNGEON 

SAIL 

CARD 

HIDDEN 

TOTAL ASSIGNMENT 
YOUR CHARACTER 

SUBCLASS 

EXPEDITION LEVEL 

CRYSTAL LOGIN SCREEN 
WALLPAPER 

CREW CREW LOGIN SCREEN 
WALLPAPER 

AMOUNT OF SHILLING YOU HAVE COLLECTED (pg.22) 

NUMBER OF MOKOKO SEEDS YOU HAVE COLLECTED (pg.24) 

AREA 

STORY 

QUEST 

NORMAL 
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Milestone (이정표)  [Alt+G] 

This is the amazing Milestone system that will suggest to you what content you need to do at your current 
item level to get to the next item level. This will be unlocked when we reach Bern. We will be using this 
all the time!  

 

Your current 
item level 

Dungeon Chaos Dungeon Dungeon 

Platinum Field 

(To get better shoulder) 

(To get better earrings) 

(To get better items than current level) 

Recommended item 
level to do this content 
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The system will automatically suggest to you prior contents that you should do before a particular higher 
level content. Also what kind of battle gears you should carry, along with Runes (pg.47) and ring 
Engravings (pg.55). 

 

  

Suggested prior 
content, as this 
might be too 
hard for your 
current item 
level 

 

Suggested item level you need to have 
to attempt this content 

Click this to show 
location on map 
where you can do this 
content 

Possible rewards if 
successful 

Suggested battle 
items to equip for 
this content 

 

Ring Engraving 
suggestion 

Immunity Rune 
suggestion 

Resistance Rune 
suggestion 
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You can also sort the Milestone system to show the entire list of contents, sorted by content type. 
Look at it… we are going to have all kindz of adventures for years to come guys!  

 

Chaos Dungeons 

Dungeons (from Quests) 
Raids 

Field Bosses 

Towers 

Cubes 

Corridors of Trial 

Platinum Fields 
Chaos Gate 

Lupoen Seals 

PvP (Proof of Battlefield) 

Medal Quests Points 
Islands 

Note: Treasure Maps! 
Note: Epona’s Requests! 
Note: Card Battles! 
Note: Favorability Quests! 
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4. CURRENCY 
There are some main currencies, continent specific currencies and quest specific currencies. I’ll cover 
some of the main ones that’s displayed on the top right hand corner of the game window. 

 

 

Note: You could click on the yellow chest looking icon and choose what 4 main currencies you want the 
system to display at all times, as there are a few you can choose from. 

1. Crystal  this is used to when we want to reset our Tripod combat skill points [K] (pg.27) 

크리스탈 or Life Skill points [L] (pg.31) 
 

2. Shilling  main currency that is paid to us for completing quests, we use this to pay for 

실링  equipment repairs, teleport, charter ship, crafting fees, etc.,  
  Note: do NOT use it to buy weapon or armor as we need it for other things 
 

3. Gold  another currency paid to us for some quests, we use this at auction house and 

걸드  most importantly to bid for legendary equipment after Field Boss fights (pg.72) 
 

4. Lupeon Seal alternate currency used in the world of Lost Ark to exchange for equipment at  

루페온 인장 some vendors and also as fee for polishing ability stones (pg.52)  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: The channel currency at www.twitch.tv/koleverii is called Lupeons. You get one(1) Lupeons for every 
10 minutes you are in the channel. You can exchange your Lupeons from the channel for in-game GOLD at 
the rate of 1:1 from me whenever there is a random Gold Giveaway. Since Gold is the most precious 
currency in-game, feel free to watch/lurk in the channel and earn Lupeons 24/7. 

Once you collect 1,000 Lupeons, you will become a Regular in the channel, which will qualify you to join 
my guild, if you are interested. More on pg.37. 
 
 

  

2 3 4 1 

WEAPON ARMOR 

HOLDING 
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Pirate Coins (해적 주화) 

We get this from collecting stuffs from sea and helping out stranded sailors, use it to buy ship upgrade 
parts and/or new crews from ship merchants. Some quests specifically need these pirate coins, so don’t 
spend it all in one place! More on sailing on page 91. 

 

   
You can catch and sell things from the sea to the merchants to get even more Pirate Coins. 

  

CREW 

UPGRADE 

Merchant 
ships in 
mini map, 
scattered 
all over the 
continents 

 

Each of these green 
pouch contain 5 Pirate 
Coins, the blue one 
contains 10 

 

You’ll be catching all 
kinds of seafood from 
the sea... all kindz!  

So catch ‘em all, ye 
pirate scumbag! 
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MOKOKO Seeds (모코코 씨앗) 

                               

 

You’ll find these Mokoko Seeds all over the Lost Ark continents, collect as much as you can and exchange 

them for rewards from Tatama  (타타마) at Tortoyk. 

 

 
Note: You’ll be reminded how many Mokoko Seeds and Heart of Islands you have collected in between 
scene changes.   

This shows how 
many seeds are 

available at different 
continents, they 
spawn at specific 
locations, keep a 
sharp eye out for 

‘em 
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Heart of the Island (섬의 마음) 

There are estimated to be 200 islands in the final release of Lost Ark. Each of these islands will have a 
“heart”, which you can collect by completing that island’s quest (the grind is real!). Once you have 
collected enough, you can exchange it for awesome items. 

 

Note: You need 
the blessing of 
this deity on 
the island 
before you can 
exchange your 

Heart of Islands for the cool 
items. 

If you see this red Not Acquired (미획득) on some island info, it means you have not collected the Heart 

of the Island from that island yet. Once collected it will show Acquired (획득). 

Location of the island to 
exchange the Heart of 

Island for items: 

외로운 섬 
Lonely Island 
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Adventurer’s Guild Mark (모험가 길드 증표) 

This coin is only used in Bern, at Lania Village (라니아 마을) from an NPC,  to buy the best life potion in 

the game. It restores 3600 health over 8 seconds. 

 

         

 

  

This is where you 
buy the potion, from 

the NPC 라피네 

Buy ’em all! 
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5. COMBAT SKILLS [K] 
MAIN COMBAT SKILLS – CLASS SPECIFIC, 18 CLASSES! 

For complete description for various class skills and Tripod settings, there are various translations by 
community members in the Web. Personally I prefer to use www.lostarktree.ru, made by Ask1n. 

TRIPOD SYSTEM 

You get combat skill points as you level up your character to level 50. Each level up gives you 4 points, 
which means by the time you hit level 50, you should have at least 200 points, in FCBT. 

Certain quests that will give you this Skill Point (스킬 포인트)  potion, 

which will permanently give you 4 points when you drink it, so make 
sure you do all the quests that gives you these! 

Note: You will also get this bottle, this is the combat skill 
RESET potion, when you want to reset the skill point 
allocation, which can also be done with crystals (pg.22), and 

maybe even Shillings in OBT. 

 

  

I had 216 at end of 
Final CBT from 
levelling up to 

character level 50, 
plus 4 potions from 
quests that I drank 

Tripod System: 

Three level of 
awesomeness! 

Number of 
points you 
need, to 

level up to 
the next 

Rank 

Click this to 
confirm 

your 
allocation of 

points 

Note: Test them all out at max setting 
at Tricion before you select your 8 skills. 
You can change skills and Tripod system 
anytime when not in combat. Only if you 
want to RESET the point allocation that 
you need either the potion or enough 
crystals. 

RESET 

Skill Rank 
from 1 to max 

10. Higher 
Rank, more 

damage 
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To max Tripod a particular skill, you need 48 points. So if we take the 216 skill points from the earlier 
page and divide 216/48 = 4.5… which means, you cannot max Tripod all 8 combat skills, as per FCBT. 

 

Note: At Character Level 14, all 8 skill slots will be unlocked. 

My general recommendation is: 

i. Max out your 4 channeling/holding skills and/or big damage skill first, full Tripod 
ii. Give 4 point for balance of the 4 skills to open first tier of the Tripod 

iii. Additional points to skills where the second tier Tripod gives armor/damage reduction 
iv. Whatever left over to skill that gives more mobility to escape danger/movement speed 

(For example: for Soul Master is [A] …dash up to 3 times) 
v. Set at least two Skill Preset (next page),  

a. one for regular monster clearing – AoE damage, movement  speed, grouping 
mechanics, increase damage to normal monsters 

b. one for boss/field boss/guardian with more “weakening” mechanics 
c. you can switch preset skills without any cost 

Skill Additional Effects (Mechanics) Quick Reference (부가 효과) 

관통 레벨             Penetration Level 하            Low 

무력화                  Weakening 중            Medium 

백어택                  Back Attack  (up to 40% more damage) 중상        Medium High 

파괴 레벨             Destruction Level 상            High 

피격이상 면역    Damage Immunity 최상        Very High 

상태이상면역     Abnormal Status Immunity (CC)  

 

  

Note: The purple bar below the red health bar is the weakening gauge. When this weakening bar has 
been reduced to zero, the elite/boss will be stunned for a while and take additional damage. 
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 You can save sets of skill for different contents 

using Skill Preset (스킬 프리셋) . 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Click this to check the presets 
you have set 

Click this to Apply 

(적용) the present 

you want to use 
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Use트리시온의 노래[F2] to teleport to Tricion, talk to Beatrice and select this option to 
test all your skills at the highest setting.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Training Menu 

Training Skill Book 

Type: (select different kinds of monsters) 

Rating: (strength of the monsters) 

Unsummon Monsters (make them go away) 

Summon Monster 

Resource recovery (fill resource back to full) 

Reset cool down time 

End Training 

Maxed out all skills at level 
10 and unlock full Tripod 

to test out all the skills 
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6. LIFE SKILLS [L] 

There are 6 Life Skills that you can gain experience points (생활 포인트) and level up. You get the 
experience either by performing the life skills or from quests, even after you reach Character Level 50.  

 Life Skill   what you get   equipment you need 

1. Plant Collection (식물채집) flowers, mushrooms, etc. gloves 

2. Woodcutting (벌목)  wood    axe / saw 

3. Mining (채광)   rocks, minerals, etc.  pick axe 

4. Hunting (수렵)   animal skin, meat, etc.  hunting knife/trap 

5. Fishing (낚시)   fish    fishing pole 

6. Archeology (고고학)  relics    shovel 

Note: Equip items in the Character Profile window [P]. 

 

Life Skill have a ranking from 0 to 4. The items you equip will give you additional ranking points:  
green item give 1 point, blue items give 2 points.
 

 

  

Life Skill ranking 
from Like Skill 

points allocated 

Life Skill points 

2 3 4 1 5 6 

Life Skill ranking from 
item, in this example, 

green item 1 point 
Final Life 

Skill Ranking 

RESET 
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To be successful, your Final Life Skill ranking should match the item you are trying to get. For example, to 
successfully harvest this flower ranking 3, you can either set 

- 2 points from Life Skill + 1 point from green gloves, or 
- 1 point from Life Skill + 2 points from blue glove 

                

The highest ranking items you will find are in Platinum Fields (pg.68), which are level 5. Some items, for 
example mushroom, needs you to activate special abilities, which basically means you need a lot of Life 
Skill experience points (the grind is real!). So it is better to be specialized in one main Life Skill, meaning 
allocate all the Life Skill points to one skill, instead of multiple skills. 

This items gives 4 more Life Skill points per bottle. 
You can get more from doing various contents. 

 
This item allows you to reset Life Skill 
points, you can get it by completing quests. 

Note: If you reset, remember to drag and drop the 

Active (액티브) skills back into action bar on the 

center bottom of the screen. 

 

Note: If you want to reset life skill points, make sure to remove all the equipped Life Skill items, like gloves, 

shovel, etc. from the Character Profile [P] windows first, before pressing the reset button (초기화). 

 

Note: If  you have Archelogy Skill at highest level, go to Island of Outlaws(무법자의 섬) for some awesome 
treasure.  

RESET 
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7. UI (User Interface) 

! – means this NPC has a quest 

? – means this NPC has quest 
completion reward you can collect 

 There are also other signs like chain, 
which means the quest still continues. 

Mini map on the top right shows the area you need to look 
into to complete the quests with the quest number. 

 

There are various ways to chat in-game: 

Normal (일반) - your chat can be seen by everyone in the server 

Area (지역) - your chat can be seen by everyone in the area you are in 

Guild (길드) - your chat can be seen by everyone in your guild 

Party (파티) - your chat can be seen by the other current party members 

Whisper (귓속말)- your chat can be seen by the person you are chatting with only 

 

When you right-click on a player’s name, these are the actions you can do: 

캐릭터정보 - view that player’s character profile 

귓속말  - whisper chat with the player 

파티초대 - invite the player to party up 

친구추가 - add friend 

플레이어 차단 - block player 

취소  - cancel  

Click this to find out where you need to go in the 
map for that particular quest 

There red quests are sudden quests in the area 
that you are in for some extra EXP 

This blue one is the main storyline quest 

이름  (name) 

This yellow ones are side quests which you can 
do anytime you want. They are however 

important to complete for the rewards from the 
Adventurer’s Book (pg.17). Purple quests are the 
awesome ones, leads to Heart of Islands (pg.25) 
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You can also trade items and gold with others ONLY when you stand next to each 
other. When you press Shift + Right Click on the other player’s avatar, this menu 

will appear. Click on Individual Transactions (개인거래) and the window below 
will open for trade.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: This is only if you are both standing next to each other. If you want to give the item or gold to the 
player when they are offline or not nearby, you can use the Mail feature in the next page. 

이름  (name) 

This option, Request Confrontation (대결 요청), will also 
appear if you are out in the open world, for 1-to-1 fun PvP 

with no rewards. Does not appears if you are in city. 

Right Click or drag and drop 
the things you want to give 

over here 

Enter how much gold you 
want to give. 

Click this Suggest (제시) to 
confirm your offer, if the 

other player also clicks the 
same, the exchange goes 

through. 

If not, you can click  

Cancel (취소). 

The items that the other 
player wants to give 

appears here 
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Another option you may want to toggle on and off is the skill effects of party members and other players 

around you if the game stutters. Press ESC then select Preference (환경 설정), check click to add or 

remove check mark on Display Battle Effects (전투 이펙트 표시). Then click either Apply (적용) or Confirm 

(확인). 

  

DSPLAY BATTLE EFFECTS 

DISPLAY 
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Receiving and Sending Mail (우편) 

Whenever you see red mailbox in the map, you can check your mails. It is a convenient way to send and 
receive items and gold from our in-game friends online/offline. 

  RECEIVE 

SEND 

RECIPIENT ID 

New mail with items attached 

Click this to receive item into the inventory 

TITLE 

BODY 

Drag n drop items you want to 
send in here 

첨부금액 – select this if you want to 

send some gold with the mail 

대금청구 – select this if you want to 
ask for X amount of gold for the item 
that you are sending, if the receiver 

can’t pay the amount you are asking, 
then they won’t be able to open the 
mail and collect the items attached 

in the mail 

Cool attachments! 

Note: some equipment is account 
bound once you have equipped it; you 
can’t send those. 

SEND CLEAR 
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Joining Guild (길드) [Alt+U] 

In OBT and final release, I am going to setup the English Speaking Players (ESP) guild.  

Since membership is limited to only 30 members per guild, admissions will follow these rule:  

 ESP guild spots will be reserved for channel SUBScribers and Regulars only 
 All Followers will still be able to play with the guild members and other Followers via our 

channel Discord server, including full use of channel emotes! 
 SUBScribers will have permanent membership, Regulars will have guaranteed active spots  
 Become a Regular when you accumulate 1,000 Lupeons by watching/lurking in the channel or 

donate 3,000 in-game gold to the channel for random Gold Giveaways 
 Other condition : 18+, friendly, helpful, no Kpop dramaz, kick if afk for 7 days without notice 

Note: When there are more than 30 members, I will play another character and setup ESP II guild, then 
ESP III and so on. Each character can setup a new guild. So 180 spots will be eventually available. 

Press ALT+U to bring up this Guild window and type “ESP” in the search area and click Search (검색). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click this to Search 

Click this to apply for entry 

ESP 

ESP 
English Speaking Players 

Koleverii 
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8. EQUIPMENT CRAFTING/GRINDING/UPGRADE 
Once we hit level 50, we can easily increase our item level to 260 just by crafting a set of armor and a 
weapon with normal materials that we can harvest with three Life Skills – Plant Gathering, Hunting and 
Mining, and use those materials at a craftsman.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Note: Your Life Skill (pg.31) Rank level need to be minimum 3 in order to be able to harvest these items. 

 

WEAPON 

HELM 

PANTS 

CHEST 

GLOVES 

SHOULDER 
ARMOR 

ARMOR 

You can buy these 
things from some 

vendor 

HUNTING MINING GATHERING 
PLANT 
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Or you can craft Life Skill looking combat equipment level 270 in the Platinum Field series, where once 
you have crafted the basic level 270 weapon, helm, chest armor, pants, gloves and shoulder armor; you 
can upgrade all these six equipment one shot, using crafting material you find in the Platinum Fields 

(플래티넘 필드) content (pg.68). 

 

 

 

 

 

You can then keep upgrading these set by doing more Platinum Field runs 
to collect the necessary upgrade materials.  

Craftsmen’s Mark (장인의 증표)  

Mysterious Ancient Ore (신비한 고대 광석)  
(pg. 70) 
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You can also craft legendary gear when you do the Raid Guardians and Field Bosses contents. 

  

Raid Guardian series 
from the various 

guardians 

Crafting material from Like Skill. The 
magnifying glass icon on this material means 
you need to craft this material first as well. 

Click on it to find out what you need. 

Crafting material from 
successful raid on the 
particular Guardian 

Field Boss series from 
the various Field 

Bosses 
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To grind/upgrade equipment, you’ll need Akeracium (아크라시움). You get them from killing monsters 
in Chaos Dungeon, Guardian Raids, Epona’s Requests, etc. and salvage 300+ level purple equipment.  

                                        

 

 
 

 

 

 

Open 
Inventory [I] 

first and then 
click  this 

Decompose 

(분해) tab to 

open window 
on the left 

Click on this to decompose/ 
salvage items 

Right-click or drag n 
drop the items here. 
You can also select 

these button to 
drop all the same 

quality items at one  

You get different levels of 
Accraseum   based on the 

equipment you decompose 
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You can find craftsmen to upgrade equipment at Lutheran, Arthetine and Bern. First you have to remove 
the equipped item by opening Character Profile [P], move it into the inventory [I], then place it on the slot 

to upgrade. The upgrade window then will show the required materials, then click Commission (의뢰하기) 
to start the grind. Up to max 5 tier of grind is possible and I have shown them in the examples below.  

            

            

 

Akeracium needed 

Click to grind/upgrade 

Once “grind” 
is complete, 
click this to 

take the 
item back 

into 
inventory 
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Tier number 3 and 5 unlocks additional damage bonus to one random combat skill. 

            

            

Note: If you decompose these “grinded” equipment, you will get back some Akeracium as well. 

Extra material needed for tier 3 & 5 

3rd tier bonus unlocked 

5th tier bonus unlocked 
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If you are lucky, you might get Great Success 

(대상공), where you get double upgrade without 

using extra material!  
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You can re-roll the tier 3 & 5 bonus to the skill you want to use. You’ll need the Worthy Hammer (장인의 

망치), which you can get from quests, vendors and even some Card Battles (pg.81). 

            

  

Worthy Hammer 

Re-rolled to your skill of choice 
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You can also reroll the secondary stats on the 
items at some vendors. Notice that the total stat 
points remains the same. 

 

Note: Although item level for the amulet below is 
same as the chest armor above (370), but the 
secondary stat is so much more. So get yourself a 
really nice amulet! 

  

This means MAX points 

118 118 
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Runes (룬) 

Runes are items that can further increase our equipment potentials as per this table: 

Slot color   Mounting Rune  Explanation 

 

Stat Rune 
Red Slot 

Increase damages by increasing combat stats like 
strength, agility, intelligence, etc. 

Property Rune 
Green Slot 

Resistance/damages reduction to elemental 
properties like fire, water, ice, etc. 

Line Rune 
Blue Slot 

Increase damage to monster type like human, 
monster, undead, etc. 

Immunity Rune 
Purple Slot 

Resistance state abnormality like stun, slow, 
poison, etc. 

All Rune 
White Slot 

All Runes are usable (possible) 

Note: There is an advance (증폭) version of each of this slot which can roll only once per item and provides 
double effects, for example if Rune gives Strength +10, then the advance slot will give +20. 

Runes can be slotted into their corresponding color slots only, red to red, green to green, etc. Remove the 
equipment from your Character Profile [P] and move it to your Inventory [I] first before you can mount 
runes in it. Find the Rune Smith and right-click on the items with unlocked slots, then click on the slot you 
want to mount rune. If you have runes that can be mounted in your inventory, it will be shown on the 
right window.  

 

Item with unlocked slot 

Slot still locked, 
need to open with 
Hegemseok first Select the slot you 

want to mount the 
rune 

All available runes 
for this slot will be 

shown here 
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If an equipment has locked rune slots, you need an item 

called Haegeumseok (해금석) to unlock it. 

 

 

You can get Haegeumseok from some vendors who will 

exchange it for the Stone of Madness (광기의 마석) that 
you get from doing Red Chaos Gate event (pg.59). You might 
get it from some Chaos Dungeon bosses, Guardian Raid 
bosses and also Field Bosses as well. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: Always unlock slots in an equipment BEFORE you grind it to higher level. 

   

Chance of unlocking a slot depends on the 
Rank of the Haegeumseok and the item level 
it is used on. In this example, since the item is 
400, we need to use Hegemseok IV (purple) 
to have 100% chance of unlocking the slot 

Locked slot. Up to 3 socket 
might be available on some 

items 

Slot unlocked 
with a random 

slot color 
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In order for a rune to be mounted with 100% success, the Rune 
should be equal or higher Rank than the item. If you are trying to 
mount a lower Rank Rune into a higher level Item, then you need to 

use the Magic Power (마법 가루) to increase the chance of a 
successful mount. You get the Magic Power by salvaging any unused 
runes.         

                

Note: If the mount is unsuccessful, the rune will be destroyed but you will get some magic powder in return. 
The equipment will be unchanged.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MAGIC                POWDER 

300 300 
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You can also change the color of the slot if you want to insert a different color rune into the equipment, 
instead of the one that came with the equipment originally. The result is random, so may need to do it 
more than once to get the color slot that you wanted.  

  

       c  

Choose this option to 
change rune color 

All possible color change 

Select the slot you want to 
change color 

Click this to confirm change 
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Rune Words Quick Reference 

Purple (Immunity) % Red (Combat) + Green (Resistance) % Blue (Amplify Dmg) % 

지진 Earthquake 공격력  Damage 화속성    Fire 악마 Devil 

감금 Incarceration 생명력 Health 토속성    Earth/Soil 물질 Material 

중독 Poison 속성공격력  
Elemental Damage 

수속성    Water 언데드 Undead 

침묵 Silence 뇌속성    Lighting 식물 Plant 

감전 Lighting 물리 방어력 
Physical Defense 

암속성    Darkness 곤충 Insect 

석화 Petrify 성속성    Holy 정령 Demon/Spirit 

저주 Curse 마법 방어력 
Magical Defense 

 야수 Beast 

동결 Freeze   기계 Machine 

암흑 Blind   고대 Ancient 

공포 Fear   신 God 

기절 Stun   인간 Human 

출혈 Bleeding   대악마 Great Demon 

해충 Pest    

화상 Burn    

방어파괴 
Defense Reduction 

   

이동속도감소 
Movement Speed 
Reduction 
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Ability Stones Polishing (아비리티 스톤 세공) 

Ability Stones needs to be polished before it can be used. They provide combat stat plus (+) points for two 
attributes and stat minus (-) points for one attribute, and a bonus based on the number of plus (+) stats. I 
recommend paying for this with Lupeon Seals, as we need the Shillings to pay for other things. 

When you click empty slots on empty slot stat, you will get either: 

 HIT  – Blue stone on the plus (+) stat, chance goes down 
       – Red stone on the minus (-) stat, chance goes down 
 

 MISS  – black stone, on either stat, no plus or minus points, chance goes up  

You start with max 75% change of getting a HIT, so first use it on either one of the plus(+) stat. If you get 
a HIT, the chance of getting HIT goes down by 10%, and becomes 65% for the next attempt. If you MISS, 
the chance goes up again by 10%. Minimum chance it can do down to is 25%. 

           

You will get these ability stones from doing quests and also purchasable from some vendors, there is one 

on the Ship of Paradise (해상낙원 페이터) named 행운: 사치품. You can also craft it if you have 
Archeology as your Life Skill (pg.31) with the artifacts that you find. 

 

PLUS stat 

MINUS stat 

HIT! 

MAX 

Pay with 
Lupeon Seals 
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You need to complete the polishing by clicking on all the available slots and then only equip it in your 
Character Profile [P] (pg.11). 

HIT! 

HIT! 

HIT at 25% ?? 
OMG!!! 

MIN 

MISS! 
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If you get a certain number of plus HITs, it will 

also unlock the Polish-work Step Bonus (세공 

단계 보너스) , which is a % of certain stats. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Legendary Ability Stones have more slots 
for stats… so get some! 

 

 

 

 

 

Common stats on ability stones for quick reference: 

효과  Effects    효과   Effects 

공격력  Damage    물리 방어력 Physical Defense   

속성 공격력 Elemental Damage  최대 생명력 Maximum Health   

이동 속도 Movement Speed 
 

Polish-work Step Bonus (세공 단계 보너스): 

공격 속도  Attack Speed  마법 피해 감소  Magical damage reduction  

회피율   Evasion rate  물리 피해 감소  Physical damage reduction 

공격속도  Attack Speed  적중률   Hit ratio 

스킬 재사용 대기시간 Skill cool down time  
 

 

In this example, 9 successful plus HITs 

opened up Attack Speed(공격 속도) for 

this legendary ability stone. 
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Engraving on Rings (각인) 

Early in the adventure, we may find these ring Engraving (각인) knowledge books, but nothing happens 
when you (frustratingly!) right-click on them. It turns out, this option only becomes available after we talk 

to an NPC named Rai (라이) at Bern. Then just right-click on the books, and open the Engraving Effect 

(각인 효과) [Alt+I] window, and then click Confirm (확인) to accept it. Sometimes you’ll need more than 

1 unit of the same book to fully activate the Engraving option.   You can find all the locations and what to 
do to get them from the Item Dictionary [Alt+L], you need to type the book titles in Korean. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: For full description of each of these Engraving effects, please refer to a 
spreadsheet prepared by a community member named Meldas. You can 
obtain the document at https://www.reddit.com/u/meldas 

 

 

 

 

 

This first Engraving book 
will be given to us by Rai 

(라이) when we talk to her 
at Bern… FOC!  

COMBAT LIFE SKILL 

Number of books needed 
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You can find ring Engravers at Lutheran, Bern and Arthetine. You will need an item called Engraving Tool 

(걱인 도구) which you can get from doing quests and even buy from some unique vendors. There is one 

on the basement level of Syuteren  (슈테른) at Arthetine named Andy (앤디). 

 

 

Select which effects you 
want to be listed above: 

전체 – all 

일반 – normal 

직업 – class specific 

생활 – life skills 

One unit will 
be consumed 
per engrave 

This ring has 
no engraving 
effect yet 

Engraved ring 
now have cool 
effect! 

Consumed… 
time to get 
some more! 

Cost per 
engrave… 
expensive!!! 

Click this to complete the engrave 
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9. MAIN CONTENTS (콘텐츠) 

There are so many contents to do in Lost Ark, so many ways to grind for equipment and have adventures, 
let’s look at them all! All these opens up only after you reach Character Level 50 and when you reach Bern 
(in the Final CBT at least). 

 

 Quest Dungeons (퀘스트던전) 

Quest Dungeons are scattered around the continents in Lost Ark. You will do them as part of the main 

quest to find the Lost Arks. Best done in a party of 4 in Hard (하드)  mode for extra loot.  

 
Note: Player matching system is available if you’re not in a party, the system will automatically select 4 
players based on the sequence they active the dungeon.  

Normal Hard 

Apply for 
matching / party 

Enter alone 

Click this to 
enter with party 
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Chaos Gate (카오스게이트)  

Chaos Gate dungeons starts randomly from time to time, and only 30 people can take part in it at a time. 
When you get this message displayed, open World Map [M] and look for the gate symbol and rush to it 
to make sure you’re one of the 30 people to get in. You have only 20 mins to kill all things inside! 

 

         
There are 5 different colors of 
Chaos Gate that gives  

Hearthstones (마석) of that 
gate’s color that you can 
exchange for cool items from 

certain NPCS. 

 

Note: Vendor at 그블린 섬 will exchange a Legendary Mystery Box (수수께끼 상자) for균열의 조각. 

Chaos Gate 
location 

Chaos Gate 
color 
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Chaos Dungeons (카오스 던전) 

You can do Chaos Dungeons at Luteran, 
Arthetine and Bern, as at Final CBT. 
Approach this status and press [G].  
Conditions: 

 Best done in a group of 4 
 Life potions are allowed 
 If you die during boss right, have to 
 wait for others complete the kill, or  
 all die and restart the fight. 

 

Chaos Dungeons are the initial way for us to upgrade up to higher item level as they are guaranteed to 
give better equipment when successful. Repeat the same dungeon a few times until your Item Level 
reaches the next Chaos Dungeon item level requirement. 

Note: Player matching system is available if you’re not in a party, the system will automatically select 4 
players based on the sequence they activate the dungeon. 

Lv. 335 

Lv. 320 

Lv. 305 

Lv. 290 
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Guardian Raids & Weekly Guardian Raids 
Guardian Raids are best done in party of 4 and 
need to be completed with these conditions: 

 Must be completed in 20 minutes 
 Max 3 death per party is only  
 4th death will fail the raid 
 Health potion NOT allowed 
 Battle items are allowed with certain limit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guardian Raids are unique in that you will not know how much health the Guardian has until you kill it. If 
the quest fails, the fail message will show how much balance health the Guardian has left. 
 

  

Number of 
deaths allowed 

Health potion 
NOT allowed 
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One we can defeat the first set of four guardians, the second set of four guardians becomes available, and 
so on, increasing in difficulty, needing higher level of battle equipment. 

 

Can you see the Item Requirement level for the final four set? 680?? I’ve only seen legendary crafting 
equipment up to level 525! The grind is real! 
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Reward from successful Guardian Raid can be legendary equipment, crafting materials, runes and 

engraving books. You will also get the Admission Ticket item ( 입장권 : 주간 레이드), which is a required 
item to enter the Weekly Guardian Raid, which you can get from regular Guardian raid. 

       

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Note: Since Health Potions are not allowed, make sure you party load up on First Aid Medicine and 
having a Bard in the party will really help as well.  
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Sillian’s Command (실리안의 지령서)  

Sillian’s Command is another awesome content you can enjoy to challenge yourself alone or with a party 
of 4. You will need Sillian’s Command item, right-click on it to keep it when you get it. You can display how 
many you have at any time on the Currency tab (pg.22). You can get Sillian’s Command from various quests 
including Card Battles (pg.81)! To participate, find this table map at either Lutheran, Arthetine or Bern, 
and activate it with [G].  

        

 

Tower of Shadow (타워 오브 쉐도우) 

Fight your way up a 50 floor 
tower… alone. Each floor you 
complete gives guaranteed 
reward.  

Min item level: 130 

 

Restrictions: No Life Potion. No changing of equipment, 
skill and battle items. 

 

 

Note: If you cannot complete a floor, you can come back later and start from that floor, as long has you 
have some Sillian’s Command item. You can re-do the earlier floors to improve time, but only get some 
sellable junk for some shilling.  
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CAUTION: Don’t read the information below if you want the suspense / 
surprise of playing the Tower of Shadow, because there are many 
spoilers here. If you really get stuck, then come and check this section. 
Otherwise skip this page. You have been warned. 
 

 

Some useful info on clearing certain floors in Tower of Shadow: 

 5 - kill the spider only, don’t break the eggs 
 10 - kill the boss only, don’t break the glass containers 
 12 - pull one of the levers, correct one will complete the floor 
 14 - kill the elite in the middle only 
 15 - kill all the bowmen first, don’t touch the robot in the middle, kill it last 
 18 - avoid the fire breath, instant death 
 19 - hard, avoid rolling fireball, instant death 
 20 - il280, hard, focus on killing Diablo!  
 23 - wait for the elite’s attack animation to complete, then only attack 
 24 - break the stone in the middle to release an angel who will help kill everything! 
 25 - hard, avoid flying swords, get level 305 weapon as reward when completed 
 29 - don’t fight, just avoid exploding kamikazes! 
 30 - il320, hard, double boss,  x4 battle medicines (bm) allowed 
 33 - hard, kill only boss in middle, x5 bm 
 34 - you get painfully slowed, avoid exploding kamikazes 
 35 - il340, very hard, slowed, focus on killing boss, only 1 battle medicine allowed! 
 38 - hard, fast moving ads, focus on killing the dragon, x5 bm 
 39 - survive for 6:15 min, angel will come again to help kill everything, avoid boss attacks 
 40 - il360, hard, our angel gets murdered by boss (no!!!), you have to take revenge! x5 bm 
 41 - fast moving ads, focus on killing the boss in the middle, stand close to boss, x5 bm 
 42 - hard, avoid boss jump and charge attacks, x3 bm 
 43 - focus on killing elite in the middle, x3 bm 
 44 - avoid a lot of exploding kamikazes for 2:40, equip additional dash skill, x3 bm 
 45 - il380, hard, limited view,  x2 bm 
 46 - fast moving ads, keep moving, boss after boss, x3 bm 
 47 - hard, limited view, boss multiplies, focus on killing boss, x3 bm 

 48 - all skills locked, kill the elite only with Darkness Bomb (암흑 폭탄) (battle item), x3 bm 

 49 - surprisingly not that difficult, x3 bm 
 50 - il400, very hard, keep moving into safe area and deal damage, x3 bm 

Note: Floors that I did not mention here are relatively straight forward fight without weird events.  
*il = item level 
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Tower of Fate (토워 어브 페이트) 

 Tower of Fate will unlock once 
you have completed Tower of 
Shadow Level 50.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cube (큐브) 

Fight your way from one “cube” to 
another, with random “lucky” and 
“unlucky” conditions. Need to clear each 
cube before time runs out. This is the best 
content to get a lot of shilling and gold.  

 

 

 

 

Conditions to complete the Cube: 

 Each clearing gives points, once points accumulate to 250, everyone in party gets a Bronze Chest 
 Your party then have to decide whether to continue to accumulate more points towards Silver 

Chest worth 800 points, and so on until the final Diamond Chest: 50k Shilling + 500 Gold reward! 

 If your party decided abort (중단하기), everyone will still get the Bronze Chest 

 If your party choose to continue but then fail, party lose everything, you don’t get any chest! 
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Elite Cube (엘리트 큐브) 

Unlocks after you complete Diamond 
Chest in normal Cube. Each cube has 
elite monsters. 

Note: Look at the item level 
requirement! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conditions to complete the Elite Cube is same as normal Cube. 

 

 

Corridors of Trial (시련의 회랑) 

Fight waves (단계) after waves of 
elites and bosses at fixed time lengths 

to collect Antares Coins (안타레스 

주화). 
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Antares Coins can be exchange for the following cool stuffs from Diana (다이애나) whom you can find 
standing near the map table.  

  

 

  

Diana… 
oh Diana… 

I luv u luv u so.. 
:D 
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Platinum Fields (플래티넘 필드) 

Put your Like Skills [L] (pg.31) to the ultimate test 
and harvest cool stuffs before time runs out. Many 
of these are crafting materials for legendary 
equipment. 

 

In Ronaun Fortress (로나운 영지), you do Harvesting, Mining and 
Tree Cutting. 

 

 

 

You need find level 5 plants, rocks and trees to harvest a bag of Gold Bullions (금괴조의 둠지),  Soil of 

Life (생명의 토양) and Black Crystal (검은 크리스탈), and bring them back to the starting point safely. 
There will be some pesky monsters disturbing your journey back, remember to put down the harvest, kill 
off those buggers and continue. 

 

 

Note: For best result, reset your Like Skill points so that you have at least level 3 in your 
basic Life Skill, and use blue equipment that gives 2 bonus point, so that your Harvesting, 
Mining and Tree Cutting rank are all at max level 5.  

Also engrave one of your rings with Chores (마당쇠 ) which gives 30% extra movement 
speed when you lift items. You can get the Engraving book by doing Medal Quests and 
collect 2000 Medal Points and exchange it from Medal Grandpa. (pg.75) 
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In Yudia Ancient Waterway (유디아 고대수로), 
you do Fishing, Hunting and Archeology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You need find level 5 dig location to get a platinum ammonite sample (백금 암모나이트 표본), Golden 

rabbit specimen (황금 토끼 표본) and Shiny remains samples (빛나는 유물 흔적 표본), and bring them 
back to the starting point safely. There will be some pesky monsters disturbing your journey back again, 
remember to put down the harvest, kill off those buggers and continue. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: For Archeology,  engrave one of your rings with Careful Brush Strokes (섬세한 붓질) which reduces 
the difficulty of the mini-game below and 50% chance to get additional materials. You get this mini-game 

in the next dig, after digging for 5 times and get Archaeologist’s Sense (고고학자의 감 ), make sure you 
have allocated points to this ability in your Life Skill [L] (pg.37). 
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You will get these Platinum Coins (플래티넘 주화) after each run, 
amount depends on how successful you brought back the items.  You 
can exchange these for cool stuffs from the same Diana. 
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Field Bosses (필드 보스) 

One of the most awesome content: 30 people need to kill one field boss within 30 mins, or get one shot 
wiped out!  You can find out the location of the field bosses from Milestone System [Alt+G]. The 30 players 
will be put in a “channel”. Channel is an automatic game system, whereas if more than 30 players are in 
that area, the system automatically creates another instance of the field in a different “channel”. For 
example, say you’re the 40th person to arrive at the field boss location, you’ll be automatically put into 
the 2nd channel, with 9 other people. The 10 of you in channel 2, will not see the other 30 people in 
channel 1, even though all of you are in the same area. This is a way for the game system to prevent 
overcrowding of players in the same area. 

Note: Although this is not confirmed, I think only the top 3 of the players whom did the most DPS will get 
legendary item drops, with some luck involved as well. As for the rest of the players whom took part, 
everyone will get Lupeon Seals and immediately an auction starts! 

There will always be 4 item in the auctions:  

 one ring engraving book 
 one legendary crafting material  
 one legendary equipment 
 one rune 

For example, in this Tarsilla (타르실라) fields boss run, these are items that could be offered in auction. 

    

  

Auction starts in 
10 seconds after 

boss kill 

Legendary 
crafting 
material 

Legendary 
amulet 

Different 
channels, at top 

right of game 
window 
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Note: Personally I think this is an awesome game design, because even if you did NOT do the most DPS, 
but the fact that you took part in the raid and did some damage, qualifies you to take part in the auction, 
where if you have enough gold with you, you still stand a chance to get a legendary item. This is the reason 
you don’t spend your gold on junks! Keep them all for this auction!  

     

Note: You might sometimes get this item “코어 SG 7” from Sol Grande (솔 그랑데 )fight, which you can 

exchange for cool stuffs from Sasya (사샤 ) at Arthetine. 

  

You can put your highest bid here to scare 
off everyone else! :D 

Next bid amount if you want to go in 

Current highest bid 

Even if you did not win, you get a share of 
gold from the winning bid! 
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PvP (증명의 전장) 

 

You can take part in PvP in the Colosseum in 
Luteran, Artetine and Bern. As of Final CBT, there 
were 3 types of PvP content available. If you’re in 
a party of 3, the 3 of you will automatically be in 
the same group for PvP. If not, you’ll be in a 
randomly selected group. Click Matching 

Application (매칭 신청) to start PvP. 

As you play more PvP, you will collect points that 

will promote you from 20급 (grade) to 2급.  Each 
grade that you achieve will unlock a Victory’s 

Sentence  (승리의 문장), which will give you 
buffs during PvP only. These Victory Sentences 
are class specific, so the same icon will represent 
different buff for different class. You can equip 3 
of these Victory Sentences into a Sentence Set.  
Some of these sentences are useful only in 3v3, 
so make sure to select appropriate ones for the 
kind of PvP you’re doing.  

There are 7 different categories of these Victory Sentences in different shapes. If the Sentence Set Slot 
does not contain the shape that you want, you can re-roll it. 

 

3 vs 3 

3 vs 3 

(1 vs 1) x3 

Swiftness 

Harmony 

Punishment 

Protection 

Survival 

Fury 

SENTENCE SET 

Glory 
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Click this  
Change Sentence Slot 

(문정 홈 변경) 

to begin the process 

You can unlock up to 3 
different sets of Sentence 

Set Slot by keep 
accumulating PvP points 

You will need 
one of these 

item each time 
you want to use 

Change 
Sentence Slot 

You can click Once 

More (한번 더) to 

try once again  

Click this Change 

(변역 하기) to 
get a new 

random slot 

Click this 

Save (저장) 
to save the 

new set 

Click this 
Cancel 

(최소) to 

cancel and 
keep the 

earlier set 
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Winning PvP matches will enable you to collect PvP Tokens (투지의 증표), which you can exchange for 
cool stuffs, including a 395 item-level PvP themed legendary set equipment. 
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10. OTHER ACTIVITIES 

Medal Quests (메단 퀘스트)  

This can be unlocked at Bern. You can find the locations of the Medal Quests all over 

the continents of Lost Ark in the list below. Pick a quest then click Accept (수락), for 
the quest to be listed on the quest log.  Quest will only start when you arrive on the 
location of the quest. Time based quests, try to complete it as fast as possible. 

1. Talk to Medal Grandpa (메단 할아버지)  
2. Select answer 1, then 1, then run to center of Bern 

3. Talk to Delightful Adventurer (기뻐하는 모험가) 
4. Select answer 4, 3, 2, then run in the direction of 2 o’clock 
5. Talk to Medal Grandpa again and quest will be unlocked! 
6. Do this all within 1 min 20 seconds 
7. If you fail, you can re-try again 

 

  

Select a quest 

Click to accept quest 

Time to complete 
this particular quest 

for maximum reward 
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Once you have selected a particular quest by clicked 

Accept (수락), you will get this notification on the 
quest log, but the quest has not started yet.  You will 
need to find in the Map ([M] where to go to start the 
quest. Once you step into the yellow circle 
indicator on the ground, that’s when the quest 
starts. Each quest needs to be done individually, 
doesn’t work for parties. But party members can 
help kill pesky monsters that will try to hinder your 
progress, then repeat and take turn to complete 
the quest. 

Once the quest is complete, run over to Medal Grandpa to collect your medal. You can 
keep repeating the same quest until you get Platinum achievement, with maximum 50 
Medal Points. Once you have collected enough medal points, you can exchange it for 
these stuffs from the Medal Grandpa. The points are accumulative. 
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Secret Maps/Treasure Map (비밀 지도/보물 지도) 

Secret maps are another great way to find equipment upgrades and fun to do with 
a party of 4. When you have reached the exact spot for the secret map entrance, 

press [G] to open it. When the entrance opens, right-click on it and click 입장, to 
enter. The secret map will be consumed upon entry. 

     

 

 

 

 

 

  

When you get a secret map, press [M] to open world map, and search for the secret location. On lower 
item level maps, X will mark the spot for the entrance. For higher item level maps, you just have to run 
around in the general area shown in the map until you find the entrance. Legendary treasure maps may 
even be rotated, so keep a sharp eye on it.  

      

Note: You will get this window when 
party members are sharing a map with 

you, click 수락  to accept and view the 
map.  

Some maps have 2 floors, so make way 

to Last Floor (마지막 층) to 
find the treasure chest / 
final boss.  

Click this to share map information with party members 
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Epona’s Requests (에포나 의뢰) [Alt+J] 

You can do 3 of these quests per day, and is reset at 6am every day. 

 

For example, if you really wanted some Akeracium (pg.41), then you can check what quests offers it for 
that day and go do that. You can do limited number of these daily quest only, so make sure you do the 
ones that you need to do only. If you do additional quests, you may not be able to collect rewards! 

 

Note: unlike main quests, these daily quest might not indicate where and what to do, you just have to run 
around nearby to see flash of light on some items and/or break stuffs and and/or kill things, but all in just 
the area around the place where you get the quest. 
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As you do various Epona’s Requests, you will also be accumulating reputation. Once you collect enough   

Reputation Status (평판 현황) points, you will get additional items! Including Combat Skill potions! 

 

  Reputation points 
complete 

If there are more than one 
item offered, you can only 
choose one and need to 

do more quests to get the 
other item.  

Click this to find out exactly which Epona’s Requests 
you need to do to get complete the specific 
reputation points to get the item you want 

New horsey mount! 
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Card Battle (카드 베틀) [Ctrl+C]  

Whenever you see this icon with some NPC, you can do Card 
Battle with them. Apart from being fun, we can also get all 
kindz of cool item from them… all kindz! Including more cards, 
permanent stat increase potions, tools, resurrection feathers, 

raptor mount, Sillian’s Command, etc.  

There are 4 levels of battle and each time you win, it unlocks the next level.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The battle itself is automated and there is nothing for us to do mid-battle, 
other than just to watch it. 

 

UPGRADE CARDS WITH UPGRADED SKILL LOCKER 

Select this and 
drag n drop 5 
cards into the 

deck 

Select this and 

then click 베틀 

입장 to start the 
Card Battle 
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You need to remember this chart to win. 

 The NPCs will not change their card sequence, 
so if you lose, you can remember their sequence 
and counter it in the next battle.  

Some places to get extra cards: 

1.  There is a guy at Arthetine, 사제 모로, 
whom will exchange Lupeon Seals for cards. 

2. Merchant in the Ship of Paradise sells lucky 
box of cards for shillings. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Note: All unique NPC, will only play 1 card against your 5 cards, but stronger and stronger versions of their 
card with more HP, with each higher round. When you beat them, you get their card! 
Example below, Sillian’s Card.  

  

FIRE EARTH 

WATER LIGHTNING 

DARKNESS 

LIGHT 
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You need to keep upgrading your cards and unlock  the “awakening” powers of your stronger cards. Click 

on Card Upgrade (카드 성장) tab and drag the card you want to upgrade on the right panel. You will then 
need to drag and drop cards that you are not using, to be consumed and give “experience” to the card 
you want to upgrade.  

 

 

 

You will get more of this Card Awaken Material (카드 각성 재료) 
from winning card battles. There are 4 levels of material, used for 
different awakening levels of the cards. 

Amount of experience need to 
upgrade to next level 

Drag and drop enough cards here to MAX 

the experience points and click성장 

Then click 

각성 to 
unlock the 

“awakening” 
powers of 
the card 

using this  
Card 

Awaken 
Material 

Number of 
awakening powers 

available. 
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Favorability (호감도) 

There are a certain number of NPCs throughout the world of Lost Ark that will give us 
additional quests once they find us “favorable”.  You can identify them when you see 
the red heart shape in the mini map. Clicking on them brings this menu on the bottom 
left hand of the game screen. When we do these actions, the favorability increases. Once 
the bar is full, we will get a special quest. There are 4 levels of Favorability. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Note: Sometimes there is a dialog session with the 
NPC before they give the gift and there may be certain Tendency level requirement before you can pick the 
best choice of reply, which will make them give you better gifts. (pg.13)  

DELIVERING GIFTS 

PLAY MUSIC [F2] 

EXPRESS EMOTIONS [Y] 

RECEIVE QUEST 

DELIVERING GIFTS 

Give maximum 5 only, giving more does not 
improve the favorability. 

Do this only once per meet, can be 
repeated when you visit next time, not 
immediately again just after you play it. 

EXPRESS                   EMOTIONS [Y] 

PLAY MUSIC [F2] 

Play all these music once per meet, can be 
repeated when you visit next time. 

Once quest is complete, the gift that 
the NPCs will give us appears here. 

Don’t forget to click this to receive it! 
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Songs / Music Collection 

Music : Elegy of Silence (고요의 엘리지) 

From  : Mathias (마티아스) 

Location : Ship of Paradise (해상낙원 페이터) 

Note : Beautiful quest, you also get Heart of Island  
    together with the music without additional task 

x` 

Music : Song of Starlight (별빛의 노래) 

From  : Lena (레나) 

Location : Island of Starlight Lighthouse(별빛 등대의 섬) 

Note : Long quest that spans a few continents to unlock this  
  NPC. You can exchange the sheet music from the NPC  

  with some Drifting Spirits (떠도는 영혼), which you can  
      get by killing ghost shop bosses (the grind is real!) 

 

Music : Song of Resonance (공명의 노래) 

From  : Black Tooth (검은이빨) 

Location: Isle of Liberty (자유의 섬) 

Note :  You can exchange Black Tooth Token (검은아빨 증표) 
  for this item from her. You get this by doing some  
  quests for her starting at an island called  

  Black Tooth’s Post (검은아빨의 주둔지). 
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Music : Heavenly Harmony (천상의 하모니) 

From  : Garden Manager (정원 관리사 ) 

Location: Harmony Island (하모니 섬) 

Note : You have to be at this location exactly at the time  
  stated to be able to enter the island. You will also get  
  an easy permanent life increase potion. 

 
Then go to the west of the island. When 
there are enough players there, a group 
quest will start. 

 

Once the group quest is complete, the Garden Manager will give you some sheet music piece (악보 조각), 
which you can exchange for a purple chest from her, and you’ll get the Heavenly Harmony music sheet 
inside, with a few other goodies. 
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Music : Minuet of the Forest (숲의 미뉴에트) 

From  : Eclipse the Traveler (여행자 이클립스) 

Location: Island of Sleeping Song  (잠자는 노래의 섬) 

Note : You need to be here at exactly at the time stated. This 
music is important to open up secret passage on many 
islands. 

 
Then go here, you will hear la la la la, then here, complete the quest by pressing [G] several times.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: You can continue this quest to get Heart of the Island, you need to hunt for the clues are hidden 
around the island.  

 

 

TORTOYK 

LUTHERAN 
WEST 
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There is also a secret entrance on the west of this island to 
get some cool stuff on this island. Need 4 people with Songs 
of Resonance to open the entrance. Stay on this spot on the 

island and play Song of Resonance (공명의 노래) inside the 
yellow circle when it appears.  

 

 

 

Music : Serenade of Love (사랑의 세레나데) 

From  : Henry in Love (사랑에 빠진 헨리) 

Location : Ribeheim Island (리베하임) 

Note : Henry will also give us permanent Life increase potion  
  and gold when we continue the quest after getting the  

      music sheet. 

Music : A Song of Temptation (유혹의 노래) 

From  : 80% complete of Eudia (유디아) quests in the  
  Adventurer’s Book (pg.17) 

Note : For now we know it’s for Favorability. 

 

 

Music : Twilight Requiem (황혼의 레퀴엠) 

From  : 60% completion of Lutheran East (루테란 동부) quests 
  in the Adventurer’s Book (pg.17) 

Note : For now we know it’s for Favorability. 

 

 

Note: These are the music sheets that we need to do adventures to obtain. I have excluded some that we 
will get by default by doing the main quest. There are a few more music sheets that we will need to hunt 
for in OBT and release. 
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AUCTION HOUSE 
You can bid for items and sell items in the Auction House when you see this icon map in 
the map, in Luteran, Arthetine and Bern. 

 

 

To sell item: 

Click 물품 등록 to register item to sell (on the bottom right), 
which will open up Inventory. 

Example: Selling Battle Medicine 

Right-click on the item you want to sell, 
which opens up this window on the left. 
Then enter then number of items you want 
to sell and price per unit. The total sales  

(총 판매가) amount will be shown below. 
By default, the duration of sell time is 8 
hours, but you can change it if you want. 

Click Enrollment (등록) button to place it for 
sell. 

Once people buy your stuff, the payment will 
be delivered to your mail box (pg.36). 

  

Number of  
item to sell 

Price per unit 

Total sales 
amount 

Duration of  
sell time 
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To buy an item: 

Simply select the item listed  in the auction 
house and enter the number of item you 
want to purchase, based on the amount of 

gold you have, and click 구매. 

The item will be delivered to you in the mail 
(pg.36). 

  

Number of item 
to purchase 
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11. SAILING (항해) 

Three main things we do in sailing are ship selection, crew rotation and ship 
repair. All of these can only be done at major ports like at Lutheran, Bern, 
Arthetine, Anich or Shushire. If your ship gets damage till zero heath, you can’t 

continue adventure and have to sail to a 
major port to be restored. 

 

 

 

As you sail, you need to collect ship parts, supplies and help stranded sailors scattered all over the sea by 
pressing [G]. There are some dangers as well and some can damage the ship.  

                

 

Ship parts will be used to upgrade ship when you reach major ports. 

 

Note: There will be various activities you can do on sea like digging up treasure, send crew to dive for 
treasure, hunting sea animals, etc. all you can easily learn as you play, so not covered here. 

Click this to restore 
damaged ship 

Click this to upgrade ship 
when it becomes available 

Ship parts 

In Final CBT, we get these 3 ships as 
part of the main quest. Some ships 

are needed for special sea condition, 
for example the third yellow ship, 

바크스툼, to plow through the icy sea 

to reach Shushire in the north. 
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Once ship is upgraded, additional crew slots gets unlocked. We can then take in more crews to upgrade 
ships ability to do sea activities like treasure digging, diving and sea creature hunting, and also to resist 
bad sailing conditions like storm, sand storm, siren (bad mermaids!), etc. Notice that some crews are 
“dedicated” to a certain type of ship only. 

                                                                    

 

  

First additional crew we 

get is Tasha (타샤) from a 
shipwreck. Notice that she 

is a dedicated Estoke 

(에스토크) class ship sailor 
and can’t be used in other 

ship class. 

Normal 

Ship Lv.1 – Lv.2 

ESTOKE 

TASHA 
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A faster way to travel to other continents are by using the “liner”, big ship like a passenger cruise ship, by 
paying some shilling. Once you paid the fare, wait for a while before the ship set sails. This is the time you 
can practice your character’s dance moves with Social Actions [Y]! 

Find Rip (리프) by the 
dockside and select the 
destination of travel. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: this is one of the reason why you don’t 
spend shillings on weapon and armor, we need 
it for this expensive, but faster way to travel 
between continents. 

 

 

 

 

 

Note: You can only use this option AFTER you have travelled to that continent once with you own ship. 

Note: Community member Meldas has prepared an awesome guide to Crew in his guide, please refer to 
that for more info on Crews. Get it from reddit.com/u/meldas 

 

Location of Rip (리프) 
in mini map 
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Final Words 

Thank you for going through this guide. If there are some errors, please inform me via the channel 
or discord. Hope this guide will help you to enjoy this amazing game. 

FOLLOW - kindly give me a Follow in my Twitch channel. 

SUBSCRIBE/ - if you find the information here useful and if you have the resources, kindly consider 
DONATE/   becoming a sub or donate to the channel.  It will help support my dream to be able  
CHEER/    to do this full time. This guide did take a lot of time to prepare. 

www.twitch.tv/koleverii 
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